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Abstract 

This paper presents a description of the Nupe verbal system and the various ways in which tense, aspect and 

mood are encoded. Through the description of the structures and uses of the various forms, it attempts to 

demonstrate how the different conjugations fit together to form a coherent whole, morphologically and 

semantically. The major grammatical constructions described are the verbal morphology, affixation, 

complex verbs, nominalization, repetition and serial verb constructions. The study adopts descriptive 

approach analysis. The study concludes that the function of the Nupe verbal system is related to word order 

and sentence structure not only at the level of the sentence, but also at the level of discourse.   
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Introduction  

Many grammarians, such as Crowther (1864), 

Banfield and Macintyre (1915) and Smith (1967 

and 1970) among others have not only been 

directing their attention to the Nupe language but 

also throwing much light on grammatical features 

such as the verb, verb combinations, interrogative 

clauses, tenses and so on. In recognizing the 

contributions of such early description, it must be 

admitted that they, in varying degrees share 

certain faults which are typical of traditional 

grammars. Most of them were undertaken for the 

help of Nupe students and European official who 

may find his lot cast in Nigeria for a greater or 

less period. Miller (1901:1) in Olaofe (1982:37). 

According to Tswanya (2008), their work was 

mainly a pedagogical grammar aimed at guiding 

the then Christian Missionaries. Little attention 

was paid to the syntactic, phonological and 

derivational sources of verb in Nupe. 

Traditional grammars concentrated on word 

classes and restricted parts of speech, and work 

with the belief that the structure of English or 

Latin grammar would describe that of Nupe. 

Since they were mainly concerned with parts of 

speech and did not look for larger constructions, 

which function as a single syntactic unit filling 

certain positions on different hierarchical layers 

of the Nupe sentence; they are regarded as too 

inadequate for a study of this nature. In recent 

years, more systematic methods have been 

applied to the study of Nupe grammar by scholars 

such as Madugu (1975, 1979, 1980 and 1985), 

Tswanya (1988) Abdullahi (1999), Sonfada 

(2004), Mark and Kandybowicz (2002, 2003, and 

2004). These works are very significant to the 

current study because of the structural model they 

adopt which shall be applied to the analysis of 

data in this study. 

Nupe is spoken in Niger, Kwara, Kogi and FCT 

by a population of eight million people (Yarwa, 

2008: p. 25). It belongs to Kwa-sub family of 

Benue-Congo complex. 

Descriptive Approach 

This study adopts descriptive approach. This 

approach involves looking closely at the structure 

of language as it is being used. It helps us to 

uncover different ways of doing things, saying 

things in the word (Gee, 2011). Descriptive 

approach aims to explain how language used in a 

given context works, and how units of a language 

are patterned or organized to achieve purpose of 

communication. 

Methodology 

The design of the study is descriptive-analytical. 

The data were collected from primary and 

secondary sources. The primary sources comprise 

personal experiences as a native speaker of Nupe. 

As a Nupe speaker, principles which native 

speakers intuitively employ in speech are 

adopted. However, the study does not rely solely 

on this method in order to avert being subjective. 

Hence, the additional personal interviews from 

native speakers of Nupe for introspection. The 

native speakers were purposely selected and 

engaged in informal narrative discussion. 

Relevant syntactic structures were elicited from 

the discourse and compared with similar 

structures derived intuitively. 

Secondary sources were drawn from libraries and 
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the internet. Books, journals, seminar and 

conference papers, which are relevant to the 

study constitute the source of secondary data 

collection that were juxtaposed with data 

generated from the primary sources. The 

researcher explores the possibility of discovering 

the deep syntactic sources of Nupe serial verbs.  

Data Presentation and Analysis 

The Morphological Structures of Nupe 

Morphology is the study of internal structure of 

forms which means the phonological or word 

orthographic representation of a grammatical 

word (Mathews, 1967). Morphology is a branch 

of grammar that studies the structure of words 

(Crystal, 1992). The morphological analysis of 

any class of Nupe words has to take into 

consideration the dynamic and flexible nature of 

Nupe words in order to avoid false analysis. 

Some content words in Nupe have tendency of 

assuming more than one word class as isolated 

individual word.  

 Affixation 
Affixation is an important process of morphology 

through which both derivational and inflectional 

processes of morphology are realized. Affixation 

can be divided into two or three sub-processes: 

prefixation, suffixation and (affixation) 

depending on the language being examined. 

Prefixation is a sub process of affixation in which 

morphemes known as prefixes are added before 

„operands‟ (bases, roots, stems). On the other 

hand, suffixation like prefixation is a sub-process 

of affixation, but in this case, morphemes known 

as suffixes are added after the operands. For 

example, the English word „undesirable‟ is made 

up the root morpheme „desire‟ after which the 

suffix (able) is added to form the stem „desirable‟ 

before which the negative prefix „un‟ is attached. 

(Gleason, 1961: P.52; Tomori, 1982: P33; 

Stageberg, 1981: P.86). 

In Nupe, the affixation process is as demonstrated 

below. eza, „a person‟, zazi, „persons or people‟, 

nna, „mother‟, nnagi, „aunty‟, nnatso, „first or 

senior wife‟, nda, „father‟, .ndagi, „uncle‟, 

ndagizhi, „uncles‟. Abdullahi (1999:50). It can be 

seen from these examples that while English 

makes use of both prefixation and suffixation in 

its affixational process of morphology, Nupe uses 

only suffixation.  

Inflectional Morphology 

Inflectional morphology is a process of 

morphology by which words are inflected 

according to the requirements of grammatical 

notions of gender, number, case, tense and mood. 

Blomfield (1933: P.222) sees inflections as the 

outer layer of the morphology of word forms 

while on the other hand he considers derivation 

as the inner layer of word forms. Malmkjaer 

(1995:318) observes that inflectional categories 

such as tense, voice and number play an 

important role in syntax and therefore are called 

morphosyntactic categories since they affect both 

the words around them and the words within 

which they occur. Inflectional morphemes are 

semantically more regular than derivational ones. 

Also, inflections create full conjugations and 

declensions for verbs and nouns, and unlike 

derivations, they usually do not create „gaps‟. For 

example, the past inflectional morph [ed] can be 

attached to any of the verbs „arrive‟, „dispose‟, 

„disapprove‟ and „improve‟ in English only the 

first three can form nouns with the derivational 

morph [-al] suffix. Hence, in English, the 

inflectional suffix proves more productive. An 

inflectional suffix is a morpheme that performs a 

grammatical function in a word without changing 

the word-class of the particular word. (Tomori, 

1982: P.33). The words „walk‟, and „walked‟ for 

example belong to the word-class of verb, but the 

inflectional suffix [-ed]; /-id/ in the second word 

signifies the PAST tense morpheme. 

The PAST morpheme in Nupe does not attached 

itself to the verb, it is realized through some other 

grammatical categories such as pronouns, 

adverbs and tone, while the [-er] agentive and 

comparative is represented in Nupe as [-ci] in the 

words ezandaci „walker‟ and motopaci „driver‟. 

This confirms Tomori‟s (1982: P.21) observation 

that „each language has its unique rules of both 

morphology and syntax. This is pertinent to this 

study because the knowledge of morphemes only 

is not enough, one needs also to know how the 

morphemes combine to form acceptable forms of 

words in language. 

Derivational Morphology 

Derivational is a morphological process by which 

affix or affixes are added to stems or roots to 

derive new words or classes of words but do not 
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express morphosyntactic notions as do 

inflectional ones. A distinction is made between 

„class-maintaining‟ and „class-changing‟ 

derivational processes. For example, „computer‟ 

(noun), „computerised‟ (verb) is called class 

changing process but in class maintaining the 

derivation is like „boy‟; „boyhood‟. However, this 

distinction is debatable (Bauer, 1983:P. 32). The 

argument here is that „boy‟ is [-abstract] while 

„boyhood‟ is [abstract]. Sometimes, derivational 

affixes are erratic in meaning and distribution. 

In Nupe derivational processes are rare but the 

few that can be found are not directly comparable 

to English. The inverted (derivational) verbal 

forms that can be roughly compared to English 

conversion derivational process, etsama (noun) 

meaning „a laugh‟ from which the verb form 

matsa (ma(e)tsa) „to laugh‟ or  cigbaba (noun) 

„the act of tree cutting‟, from which the verb ba 

cigba , to „cut tree‟ is derived (Smith, 1967:P.47). 

Also, the dysyllable verb manin „happy‟ is 

derived from the dysyllabic nominal ninma,   

„happiness‟ (Labari Wangi (The New testament 

in Nupe, 1981: P.3). Furthermore, in Nupe, 

morphemes are either bound or free, and words 

consist of single morphemes or combinations of 

free and or bound morphemes (Smith, 1967:P.45-

6). The following words are examples: 

worobo,  „newness‟, woro (free) bo (bound) 

suegwa   „to handle‟, su    (bound) egwa (free) 

fedu  „sit down‟  fe  (bound) du  (bound) 

dzurudzuru    ‘reddish‟ dzuru „red‟ (free) dzuru 

(free) 

Some forms in Nupe that have more than one free 

morpheme behave like compounds but are 

sometimes sentences or phrases. For example, the 

word eyapaci, eya „canoe‟ pa „to paddle‟, ci, 

agentive (doer), meaning „a canoe paddler‟ 

(oarsman). It is this feature of Nupe word 

structure that makes the language agglutive. 

We can, however, say from our review that 

morphological processes and markers of derived 

words in English are rare or absent in Nupe. 

Morphological Considerations 

In this section, we examine the morphological 

behaviour of Nupe complex verbs in different 

syntactic environment. 

Typology of Complex Verbs 

Synchronically, the Nupe verb is either simple 

(monosyllabic) or complex (di-poly-syllabic). But 

as Banfield and Macintyre (1915:42) in Madugu 

(1981:76) remark, “all pure verbs in Nupe were 

probably monosyllabic originally, the other kinds 

being formed by adding to the verb a noun, or 

adverb, or preposition”. We may add that another 

verb can also be added to the „pure‟ one, forming 

a complex verb. Typically then we have in (1) 

and (2) examples of Nupe verbs: 

1. (a)Tsadu ba cigba 

    Tsadu cut tree 

    „tsadu cut the tree‟ 

(b)Tsadu be  

    „Tsadu came‟ 

2. (a) Tsadu a ya-kpe 

     Tsadu to be stooped 

    „Tsadu is stooped‟ 

(b) Tsadu ke-fi u yeko o 

     Tsadu came upon him on road LOC 

     „Tsadu met him on the road‟ 

(c) Tsadu go-mi 

      Tsadu confessed 

     „Tsadu confessed (something)‟ 

(d) Egi nana ke-tana 

     Child this is stupid 

    „This child is stupid‟ 

(e) Tsadu ta-mi-da- Baba 

      Tsadu greeted Baba 

     „Tsadu greeted Baba‟ 

The verbs ba (transitive) and be (intransitive) in 

(1) are „pure‟ and simple, since they are 

monosyllabic without any added element, but  

those in (2) are complex in the sense of the 

definition above. According to their 

morphological composition we have the 

following combinations: 

2‟ (a) ya-kpe    verb-verb 

   (b) ke-fi        verb-preposition 

   (c) go-mi       verb-noun 

   (d) ke-tana     verb-noun 

   (e) ta-mi-da    verb-noun-verb 

(We have not come across instances of verb-adverbs.) The structure of the verbs in (2‟) can be represented 

as:        
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                                             V2 

 

 

2”. Complex verbs        V1       prep noun       (v3) 

 

 

Each combination v-n, v-v, or v-prep.may be regarded as a case of frozen VP in the sense that each 

combination functions as a unit. The v-n type is an instance of standard transitive VP frozen in the lexicon 

(cf (1a) above). The unit comprising v-v or v-prep.is frozen serial verbs. The distinction between –fi (in2b), 

believed to be a verb originally, and –kpe (in a) is simply that, whereas the former the former has 

completely undergone the process of grammaticalization, the latter has not. The –fi conveys no independent 

meaning by itself, but kpe means „to cover‟. Thus ya-kpe is literally „to bend / to cover‟. 

           The kind of grammaticalization process just observed above is a phenomenon, common among many 

languages of West Africa, which has been reported by many investigators (for example, Westermann(1930) 

Stahlke (1970), Lord (1973) Givon (1975a) and George (1975)). 

Nominalization  
          There are two ways in which the nominalization of the simple verb such as those of (1) is affected. 

One is a partial reduplication of the verb, and the other involves a shift of the position of the verb from its 

normal pre-object slot to that of post-object. These processes are illustrated in the examples of (3) and (4). 

3. (a) biba      ya  cigba 

    Cutting  of   tree 

   „the cutting of the tree‟ 

(b) ega      ya cigba-ba 

     matter  of   tree cutting 

    „the matter of tree cutting‟ 

4. (a)  bibe    nya Tsadu 

      coming of   Tsadu 

     „Tsadu‟s coming‟ 

(b)  *ega nya Tsadu be 

Simple verbs, transitive or intransitive, are nominalized by partial reduplication, as in the case in (3a) and 

(4a). However, nominalization via position switching is an additional feature of transitive verbs. Thus (3b) 

but not (4b) is a Nupe nominalization. The nominalization of complex verbs basically parallels the two 

processes illustrated by (3) and (4). Consider then the following: 

5. (a) yiya-kpe  ya Tsadu 

     Stooping of   Tsadu  

   „Tsadu‟s stooping 

(b) kike-fi nya Tsadu 

     coming upon of Tsadu 

    „Tsadu‟s meeting (someone)‟ 

(c) emi-go nya Tsadu 

 

   confession of Tsadu 

   „Tsadu‟s confession‟ 

(d) tana-ke nya egi 

    stupidity of child  

   „the child‟s being stupid 

(e) emi-ta-da nya Tsadu  
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     greeting of Tsadu 

    „Tsadu‟s greeting‟ 

In the examples of (5a,b), the „pure‟ verbs are partially reduplicated, but the added forms‟ (kpe and fi) 

remain intact, thus involving a process something like  

 

6.         Verb 

        Verb1                  verb2                           Noun 

                                  prep               

 

                                                  →    verb1   pr   verb1                     verb2      

                                                                                               pre 

(pr ꞊ partially reduplicated 

. This can on the other hand, in (5c, d) the „pure‟ verbs are shifted from their pre-nominal to post nominal 

position be represented as: 

 

                   Verb                                   Noun ii 

 

7.       verb            noun    → noun                verb 
 

 

While the nominal component of the verb (5c) is monosyllabic, with e- surfacing in the nominalization, that 

of (5d) is disyllabic with no e-prefix. We should can that the nominalization in (5e) is basically the same as 

of (5c, d) and represented by (7), except that a third verb component occurs in it but unaffected by the 

process as is the case with V2 or Prep of (6). We, however, have to modify (7) as (7‟). 

 

                        Verb                       →                   Nom ii 

 

 

7‟      verb           noun         (verb2)           noun  verb1            (verb2) 

 

It is clear from (6) and (7) that in the two processes of nominalization, only the „pure‟ verb is affected. In 

(6) the verb is partially reduplicate, while in (7) it is shifted into a position after the noun. In either case the 

„added‟ form is not affected. It is pertinent to mention that the two systems are distinct as they do not mix. 

We therefore do not have such nominalizations as *kpya or fike (by position switching), neither do we have 

forms like *gugomi, *titanake, and *titamida (by partial reduplication). We therefore see clearly that the 

nominalization processes noted above do reflect the composition of two different types of complex verbs 

the language.  

Another area which reflects the composition of the two types of complex verbs is a kind of construction 

which may be termed factive nominalization. Structurally, factive nominalization and relative clause 

constructions employ na…na in such a way that the first na appears immediately after the head noun, and 

the second one marks the end of the nominalized sentence or the relativized clause as following examples 

show: 

8 . (a) yiya        na      Tsadu   ya-kpe  na… 

         Stooping that  Tsadu   stooped 

       „The fact that Tsadu is stooped…‟ 

(b)     kike       na   Tsadu   ke-fi   u  na… 

         coming upon that Tsadu came upon him 

         „The fact that Tsadu met him…‟ 
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(c)     emi         na       Tsadu      go   na 

          confession that Tsadu     confessed 

         „The fact that Tsadu confessed…‟ 

(d)    tana    na  egi nana      ke    na 

         stupidity that child was stupid 

         „The fact that this child was stupid‟. 

(e)    emi   na   Tsadu ta   da   Baba    na 

         greeting that Tsadu greeted Baba 

       „The fact that Tsadu greeted Baba 

We can observe that two patterns of lexical head are found in (8). While in (8a, b) we find in each case a 

nominalized verb (via partial reduplication) as is the lexical head, in (8c,d,e) it is simply the nominal 

component of the complex verbs that is found in that position. It is also obvious that the verb/preposition 

fully occurs in the sentential nominalization, despite the fact that the „pure‟ verb has been partially 

reduplicated and fronted. 

Thirdly, a certain kind of emphatic construction involving the repetition of the „pure‟ verbal 

element provides further evidence for the distinction between the two types of complex verbs under 

consideration. Here are a few examples: 

9 (a) Tsadu  ya-ya-kpe 

       „Tsadu was actually stooped‟ 

(b)   Tsadu  ke-ke fi  u 

      „Tsadu actually met him‟ 

(c)  Tsadu    go-mi-go 

      „Tsadu   actually confessed‟ 

(d)   Egi   nana    ke-tana-ke 

       „This child was actually stupid‟ 

  (e)  Tsadu ta-mi-ta-da   Baba 

       „ Tsadu actually greeted Baba‟ 

As it can be seen from (9), the process of emphatic construction manifests in two ways. In (9a,b) the „pure‟ 

verb is fully reduplicated, leaving verb2 or the preposition intact. This process can be represented as:  

 

                     Verb                                                     Emphatic Constr.i 

 

10    verb1               verb2        →                verb1fr             verb             verb2                

                               prep                                                                         prep 

                                                          (fr꞊ fully reduplicated) 

 

On the other hand, in (9,c,d,e,) verb is repeated after its nominal component as shown in (11). 

 

 

                             Verb            →                           Emphatic Constr.ii     

 

       

11.        verb1              noun   (verb2)                         verb1           noun     verb1fr             (verb2)                                                                                                    

 

 

The process of nominalization type (1) represented by (6) above and the process or verb repetition (1) given 

in (10) have the feature „reduplication‟ in common and differ only by the fact that reduplication is partial in 

the former but full in the latter. We may then represent the two processes as (12): 
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12.    Nom/Emph.1 

              V                         →                       Nom/Emph 

 

V1                    (v2)                        v1  pr             v1                 v2 

                        prep                            fr                             prep 

 

 

 

Similarly, the process of nominalization in (7) and the process of verb repetition ii in (11) have some 

features in common. In both cases the „pure‟ verb appears after its nominal component, but in the context of 

repetition it additionally occurs before the nominal component. These facts can be represented as: 

 

13.        Nom/Emp. ii 

                      V                    →                 Nom/Emph    

 

   

           v1           n       (v2)                            v1           n       v1fr          (v2) 

                                                                                             (v1→ɵ if Nom.) 

  

 In summary, we have seen that Nupe complex verbs can be broadly divided into two sub-types, namely a 

„pure‟ verb followed by either a verb or a preposition, and a „pure‟ verb followed by a noun plus an optional 

verb. There is ample evidence from the behaviour of such verbs in various derivational contexts-including 

nominalization and emphatic construction-in support of the typology. Roughly, then the „added‟ elements 

may be viewed as a form of verbal complement, and we can characterize the complex verbs as: 

14.    Verb → verb – COMP. 

         

COMP.→   verb     

                    Prep     (verb2) 

                    noun 

 

In the remainder of this discussion, attention will be focused on serial verb constructions in Nupe. 

 Serial-Verb Construction in Nupe 

 Nupe serial-verb constructions consist of tight juxtapositions of two or more verbs, or two or more 

verb phrases, that make up a single clause. 

Complementing Serialization 

 Certain types of serial construction must be derived from sentential complementation. These have 

been labeled complementing serialization, and they include Instrumental and Manner adverbials, Causatives 

and Concomitant.  

Instrumentals 

(15) Musa là     èbi     ba   naka 

Musa took   knife cut meat 

           „Musa used a knife to cut the meat‟ 

Each of the two verbs (là and ba) occurring in the sentence can be shown to be a main verb because of its 

independent occurrence in different types of construction, tense and mood, as the sentence in (16) show 

         (16)                      là                                        ba 

a.     present          Musa èlà   èbi                    Musa   èba     naka 

       Progressive:  „Musa is taking the           „Musa is cutting  

                              knife‟.                                the meat‟. 
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b.   past  

      Progressive:    Musa fè         èlà    èbi.       Musa fè èba naka. 

                             „Musa was taking the          „Musa was cutting  

                             Knife‟.                                  The meat‟. 

c. future:               Musa à   là   èbi.                 Musa à ba     naka. 

                             „Musa will take the             „Musa will cut  the  

                              Knife‟                                  meat‟    

d. Interrogative:       kè Musa    là     o?                      Kè       Musa   ba    o? 

              „               what did Musa take?             „what did Musa cut? 

e. Topicalized        Lilà    Musa là  èbi   o?        „Biba Musa ban aka o 

     verb:                   taking Musa took  

                               knife                                          cutting Musa cut 

                                                                                                  the meat‟ 

                              „Musa actually took                     „Musa actually cut  

                                The knife,                                    the  meat‟  

f. Empahtic:          Musa là    èbi    là                          Musa ban aka ba 

                               „Musa did take the                      „Musa did cut the meat‟ 

                                Knife‟.   

g. Imperative:        Là   èbi                                          Ba naka 

                             „Take the knife‟                            „Cut the meat‟. 

H. Negation:          Musa là èbi     à                             Musa ba naka  

                              Musa took knife not                     Musa cut meat not 

                             „Musa did not take the knife‟      „Musa did not cut the meat‟. 

We therefore have every reason to believe that (15) cannot be derived from conjoined sentences. It will be 

recalled that the connective (kàngà) …ci can be easily deleted from a complex structure to yield a serial 

construction in Nupe. Nevertheless, this connective cannot occur in an underlying sentence for (15). Its 

inclusion in  (17), for example, effect a change of meaning. 

(17)                        Musa   là           èbi        kàngà  u        ci         ba  naka 

                              Musa took         knife    then     he       and     cut  meat 

                              „Musa took a knife and then cut the meat‟. 

Hence, it is impossible to derive (15) from (17). 

 Let us examine the relationship that holds between là and ba (15). The verb là by itself means „to 

take hold of something‟. When it occurs in a complex structure with the verb ba it acquires the meaning of 

instrumental „to use something‟. That is, when là appears with ba in the construction its specific meaning is 

that of instrumental. Clearly, this is a case of dependency. 

Causatives 

 Sentences containing causatives, of which (17) below is an example also have a deep structure 

(18)           Musa    là        èbi     ta       èsàkò      o 

                  Musa took      knife to be on table LOC 

                 „Musa put the knife on the table‟ 

The verb là has the meaning of „cause‟ in this structure. It is combined with a locative verb ta „to be on‟. 

The meaning of the sentence is „Musa caused the knife to be on the table. 

Concomitants  

 Serial constructions which are to be interpreted as concomitants come under the analysis above. 

The notion of concomitancy used here means that the action or event of the first clause and that of the 

second are to be interpreted as taking place simultaneously. Thus in  

(19)        Musa là   èbi  bè  bàbo. 

               Musa took knife came here  

                 „Musa brought the knife here‟. 
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Musa là    èbi  and   Musa bèbo  are viewed as taking place simultaneously. It will be recalled that this is 

where English has a composite lexical item bring, which can replace Nupe là and bè. 

We optionally get the repetition of the verbs as well. This is exemplified in 

(20)         Musa      là    èbi    là     bè  (bàbo)    bè. 

               „Musa   actually   brought   the knife‟. 

  The notion of concomitancy can be extended to include some forms Directional. The sentence in (21), for 

example, has a directional phrase lo dzuko. 

(21)          Musa bici lo        dzuko. 

                 Musa ran went  market  

               „Musa ran to the market 

The emphatic counter (i.e. with repeated verbs) is (15) 

(22)         Musa bici lo dzuko lo 

              „Musa actually ran to the market‟. 

Restrictive Serialization 

This serialization deals with serial structures which contain Purpose Adverbials, Datives, Benefactives and 

Locatives. The term restrictive serialization is used to characterize this sub-type, because in general one 

clause, in such constructions, modifies another. Like Complementing Serialization, Restrictive Serialization 

does not derive from coordinate structures. The examples (16)-(18) show that this is the case. 

(23) a.         Musa   bè       là    èbi. 

                    Musa came took  knife 

                  „Musa came  to take   the knife‟. 

    he took 

 

        

 b.       Musa bè         u   ci     là     èbi  

                  Musa came   he and  took knife 

                „Musa came and he took the knife‟. 

        c.       Musa bè       èbi  (nyi)  làzi 

                  Musa came  knife to    take 

                „Musa  came to take the knife‟. 

(24)a.       Musa    là  litàfi     yà      mi. 

                 Musa    took book  gave me  

                „Musa gave me the book‟ 

           b*     Musa     là    litàfi    u ci   yà    mi 

   (25) a.       Musa     lotun    yà       mi 

                   Musa worked gave    me 

          b*     Musa   lotun  ci   yà   mi. 

Sentence (16a) is ambiguous between purpose and sequential readings. The paraphrase of its sequential 

readings is given in (16b). Its meaning is that Musa came after that he took the knife. In (16c) we have the 

purpose reading, which does not include the connective ci in its underlying structure; its meaning is 

identical with (16a) as purpose. The sentence of (17a) contains a dative phrase  yà  mi . The inclusion of ci  

in (17b) renders it ungrammatical, showing that asymmetric coordinate sentences do not underlie it. 

Similarly, (18b) is ungrammatical because of the occurrence of  ci . In (18b) the phrase yà  mi is interpreted 

as Benefactive  in that what is given is not a concrete object, hence the interpretation for me. 

Locative Adverbials 

 Serial structures involving Locative Adverbials, where these contain locative verbs, have at some 

stage a structure like this (26) 

(26)      Musa fè-dun si              kata       o 

            Musa  sat        Loc verb  house   Loc. Marker 
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           „Musa  sat in the house‟.  

In (27) si kata-o modifies the event expressed in the higher sentence: Musa fèdunu . Optionally, the verb fè  

is repeated, yielding  

(28)     Musa fèdun fè si kata o 

           „Musa actually sat in the house‟. 

It will be interesting to compare the syntactic deep representation of (29) (when worked out) with Lakoff‟s 

analysis of English sentences containing locative adverbials. Working under assumption that “locative 

adverbials „in the West‟ do not occur in the same VP constituents as the verbs they modify in underlying 

structure,” Lakoff (1970b: 157) in George (1975:124) preposed that the sentence in (30) below has an 

underlying representation. 

(29) Goldwater won in the West. 

That is, locative adverbials are derived from predicates other, „higher‟ verbs. One fact is at least obvious: 

the verb in the locative adverbial (28) is actually a lexical verb in Nupe, whereas in (29) it is only a 

hypothetical verb, which is replaced by the preposition in the surface. This means that Lakoff‟s analysis of 

such constructions is more abstract for English than for Nupe. This is explained by the fact that Nupe has a 

surface lexical verb where preposition occurs in English. Once again, we see the role of lexicalization 

processes in grammars. Whereas the sentences of (29) is not normally considered a serial structure, that of 

(28) is; the reason is due to lexical items. 

Sequential Serialization 

 By sequential serialization is meant the use of serial verbs to express a sequence of events. Such 

constructions are paraphrases of sentences with sequential connectives. They have a semantic interpretation 

something like: event x took place and then event y occurred, or event x continue until event y took place. 

This type of serial verbs comes closest to coordinate structures, but it is, if we take coordinate structures to 

mean symmetric conjunction. Thus compare (30) with (31). 

(30) a.      Musa gbò  (tò)  u ma  wứnkpà. 

                Musa   fat  and  he and  tall 

               „Musa is fat and tall‟ 

    b.         Musa wứnkpà u ma gbò 

                „Musa is tall and fat‟. 

     c.  *     Musa gbò   wứnkpà 

         *     Musa tall       fat. 

d.    *   Musa wứnkpà   gbò 

       *    Musa    tall      fat 

(31) a.   Musa bici   hàrí     u     àbo 

              Musa ran  until    he   got  tired. 

       b*   Musa àbo  hàrí   u    bici 

       c.    Musa bici   àbo. 

      d.   * Musa   àbo  bici. 

Sentence (30a) is a symmetric conjunction. The conjunct can trade their positions without any serious effect 

on the meaning. (30b) illustrates this. Symmetric conjunctions do not serialized, and for that reason (30c) 

and (d) are both ungrammatical. The string of (31) is asymmetric conjunction, which case the VP‟s cannot 

reverse their order of occurrence. In (31b) a change in order has taken place, and it renders the sentence 

ungrammatical. (31c) is a paraphrase of (31a) the order of occurrence of its verbs conforms to that of (31a). 

With a reversal of that of order in (31d), we get an ungrammatical string.      

   Nupe asymmetric conjunction is distinguished from symmetric conjunction in two 

principal ways: 1. The former does not permit the verbs to be reordered, while the later does: 2. Asymmetric 

conjunction can be paraphrased by a structure without connectives (i.e., by a serial structure), but by 

asymmetric conjunction cannot, thus, we are forced to conclude that sequential serialization does not come 

from coordinate sentences. It does not have its source in Restrictive serialization either. The meaning of 
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modification does not obtain in it. Complementing is also ruled out, and even though sequential 

serialization is deeply involved with time, it is different from time adverbials. Thus compare (32) with (33) 

(32) a.    Mí fèdùn       kàmi     na    mi  sàjin  na, 

                I   sat           time     that    I     finished 

              „I sat down after/when  I had finished. 

        b.    Kàmi   na  mi  sàjin   na  mi fèdùn, 

                  „After/when I had finished I sat down‟. 

(33)  a.     Mí  lotun   hàrí  mi   àbo 

                 „ I worked until I got tired‟. 

        b. *    Hàrí   mi  àbo  mi lotun 

                 „? Until I was tired I worked‟. 

The clause kàmi na mi sajin na   in (32) is a time adverbial. It can be preposed as in (33b). This sort of 

preposing is impossible with (28a), which is a sequential construction, and so we do not get sentences like 

(28b). the example of (28a) can be alternatively given as  

(34)           Mi  lotun àbo 

 This is a serial structure. But serialization is impossible with Time Adverbials like (26). Hence, neither 

(30a) nor (b) is a sentence 

(35) a. * Mi fèdùn  sàjin 

        b. * Mi sàji  fèdùn 

Conclusion 

There have been valuable researches in terms of the function of the Nupe verbal system with support of 

linguistic theories. Especially the theories of aspect and tense in linguistics give many insights for clarifying 

the definitions of aspect and tense in Nupe studies. In addition, the use of discourse analysis has given many 

fruitful results. By means of this method, scholars have revealed the function of the Nupe verbal system 

related to word order and sentence structure not at the level of sentence, but also at the level of discourse. 

On a superficial level, Nupe appears to be a mixed word order language. This is clearly the impression one 

is left with upon casual consideration of the verb phrase domain. 
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